English is playing an increasingly important role in the world. People can communicate through English in any place of the world, while more English varieties come into being with its spreading. Therefore, many people are confused about whether there is Standard English and what it is. Meanwhile, many people discuss that whether it is good to insist Standard English. Many arguments about these issues are continuing. This paper will review the previous studies about Standard English and present different views about it from different aspects. It is raised that although there are many arguments about Standard English, it is necessary to insist a norm for English.
Introduction
English is increasingly important in the world, which has become the world language. It is necessary to learn English for everyone because it is a tool to communicate with people from other countries. Therefore, an increasing number of people began to learn English. However, with more people learning English, more kinds of English varieties emerge. As we all know, there are many kinds of English, such as American English, British English, Singapore English, Indian English, and Philippine English. In China, everyone is required to learn English when they are very young, but few people care which variety of English they intend to learn. Some teachers may prefer British English so they teach British English while some teachers may prefer American English so they teach American English. Each student may have received many kinds of English instruction, so the language they have learned is the mixed English. However, when a person's English competence is judged, the word "standard" is always regarded as a kind of comment while few people can tell us what the exact "standard" is. This paper reviews the previous studies about English use in the world and presents different views about Standard English from different scholars. This paper will give us an overview of Standard English, trying to clarify the argument about Standard English. And it will try to arouse people's attention about Standard English.
The Brief Introduction of English
English originates in England during the Anglo-Saxon period, and is now spoken as the first or second language in many countries all over the world, many of which have developed one or more "national standards". English is the first language for the majority of the population in a number of countries, including the United Kingdom, the United States, Canada, Ireland, Australia, and New Zealand and it is an official language in many other countries, including India, Pakistan, the Philippines, South Africa and Nigeria. As the result of historical migrations of English-speaking populations and colonization, and the predominant use of English as the international language of trade and commerce, English has also become the most widely used second language (Oxford, 2013) . No doubt English is truly the world's leading language today. It is used on all continents. In surprisingly many countries (more than 100, according to recent estimates) it has important internal functions as a "Second Language" (Schneider, 2013) .
In the end of the 20th century, some scholars divided the world into three parts according to the extension of English. The first part is ENL region where English is their native language. The Great Britain, America, Canada, Australia are included in this part. The second part is ESL region where English is their second language. India, Philippine and Singapore are included. And the third part is EFL region, including China, Japan and Sweden. In this region, English is a foreign language (Wang, 2003) .
The Current Situation of English Use
Wherever you go on this globe, you can go along with English. Either most people speak it anyhow, or there is at least somebody around who can communicate in this language. And then, you may realize that mostly there's something you may find odd about the way English is used there. If you are abroad, English is likely to be somewhat different from the way you speak it (Schneider, 2013) . Some people use strange words which are pronounced differently. Sometimes people build their sentences in ways that will seem odd to you in the beginning. We can see that English is not just "one language" and it is quite different in many countries and localities.
From our school days, most speakers of English retain a rather monolithic concept of what English is. We are taught that there is a "Standard English" which is correct, "good" and fixed (Schneider, 2013) . We are taught how to construct a sentence, how to write a passage and how to pronounce. We are informed what is right in language and what we should do in writing and pronouncing. However, according to our observation, people just talk differently, depending on whom they are, where they live, whom they are with. Actually, there are many ways of saying the same thing and we cannot say which one is superior to or worse than any other.
When we write "I seed it" or "I seen it", others will definitely say you are wrong and it should be "I saw it". Actually, the former two sentences exist. "I seed it" is the dialect in Virgina and "I seen it" is the dialect in Pennsylvania. And also, no one will think we can say "I is seen him". Teacher must correct you that it should be "I did see him". However, it is used universally among African Americans (Schneider, 2013) . Holliday (1994) raised that the use of English can be divided into two categories: native speakers and non-native speakers. The countries of native-speakers can be called inner circle including Britain, Australia, and North America. Quirk (1990) said the countries of non-native speakers can be divided into two parts: outer circle and expanding circle. Outer circle refers to countries like Singapore and India in which English is a second language. Expanding circle refers to countries like China and Japan in which English is a foreign language.
In countries where English is not either a native language or is not widely spoken, a non-native variant (typically English English or North American English) might be considered "standard" for teaching purposes (Trudgill & Hannah, 1982) .
The Different Views to Standard English
The standard is from industry. It is used to assess product quality; precision may be established on features of measurement and accuracy. The assessment of conformity to the standard rests on criteria upon which independent judges will universally agree (Phillips, 1999) . For English, there are many arguments about whether there is a standard in English and how to define it.
Many scholars have talked about Standard English from both positive and negative aspects. McArthur (1992) said Standard English belongs to a small number of people who are in the dominant status in Britain. It has been received in the whole country without the regional features and class features. It is easy to see the features of Standard English in print. And most radio, TV station and Internet use Standard English. He also raised that the Standard English relates to the education level and what a middle school student says can be regarded as the Standard English. While Peter Strevens gives the definition from the negative aspect. Strevens (1981) raisedsome assumptions. He said "Standard English" cannot be defined or described in terms such as "the best English", or "literary English", or "Oxford English", or "BBC English". And it is not defined by reference to the usage of any particular group of English-users, and especially not by reference to a social class-"Standard English" is not "upper-class English" and it is encountered across the whole social spectrum, though not necessarily in equivalent use by all members of all classes. He also thought it is not statistically the most frequently occurring form of English, so that "standard" here does not mean "most often heard". And it is not imposed upon those who use it. He agreed that the use of Standard English by an individual may be largely the result of a long process of education but Standard English is neither the product of linguistic planning or philosophy nor is it a closely-defined norm whose use and maintenance is monitored by some quasi-official body, with penalties imposed for non-use or mis-use. Standard English evolved: it was not produced by conscious design. We can see some of their views are opposite. McArthur holds that Standard English belongs to people in the dominant class while Strevens do not think that Standard English is upper-class English.
Many scholars defined Standard English from different aspects such as geographical distribution, function, and form. Strevens (1981) defined Standard English as "a particular dialect of English, being the only non-localized dialect, of global currency without significant variation, universally accepted as the appropriate educational target in teaching English: which may be spoken with an unrestricted choice of accent." The kingman Report (1988) held that Standard English is the written forms used by every English writer no matter which dialect region the writer is from. Because it is the unified written form, it has the standard. This written form can be used in Britain and the world. David Crystal (1997) said that Standard English is not restricted in a certain region. Standard English is mainly about the grammar, vocabulary and orthography but is irrelevant to pronunciation. He thought that it is okay for people to use different accents. Standard English is the most prestigious language form in Britain so some people advocate to teach it in school and to use it in administrative department, judicial office and all kinds of media. He said that Standard English is known universally but not everyone speaks Standard English and writes Standard English. Most people use regional dialect but a small number of people speak Standard English. And also, American Standard English is different from British Standard English.
Standard English has attracted so many attentions from scholars but why it is so hot to be discussed. Strevens (1981) raised that "the term 'Standard English' is valuable for three reasons: (1) it provides a way of accounting for a range of observable distinctions and attitudes; (2) it offers a label for the grammatical and lexical components, at least, of the teaching core undertaken by the profession of teaching English, whether as the mother tongue or as a foreign or second language; (3) it constitutes the unifying element within the enormous diversity of the English language". Actually, many people doubt that whether it is good to set a certain English variety as the Standard English. Because of different culture and environment we live in, our language must be influenced. Rowley (1978) thought that it is not strange to hear and see new English forms in other countries because the English form used follows their environment and meets the cultural demand of a certain country. But many people may be afraid that they will be laughed at because their English is not like what people in some certain areas speak, so they always pursue the "Standard English".
There are two opposite views about the appearance of different dialects. Jiang (1995) proposed that this "English crisis" has existed for a long time. He said Quirk worries about the deterioration of the English standard while many other people insist the independence of their English. Quirk advocated the only standard for English use but Kachru advocated receiving different standards of English in different countries and regions in the world.
Some people think the British government has the obligation to maintain the authority and unification of English, because the English instruction is not only an academic industry but also an important source of foreign exchange for the tertiary industry. The representative figure of this view is Quirk. He thought that "standard" can only be used in Standard British English and Standard American English, so he held that only these two kinds of English can be learned as the international language. English teacher in other countries should teach strictly according to these two kinds of English.
However, Kachru disagreed with this view. He thought English is developing all around the world. The most important function of English is communication in society. And all the languages have their own standard which may be different from the Standard British English and Standard American English. This new standard must be easier for people in other countries. Therefore, it is easier and more convenient to learn. It must be a release for people in other countries and in his view, these new standards should be regarded as the same status with Standard British English and Standard American English.
However, another reason for disagreeing these new standards is that English may face a big challenge. We know that Latin has disappeared and many other languages such as French, Italian and Spanish have replaced it. Many scholars worry that English is facing the same situation at present and we cannot guarantee English will not be replaced by many other English varieties with new standard.
In the second half of 20th century, the concept of international English comes into being. It refers to the standard form of English and can be used as the unified language which is used in teaching and learning in the world (McArthur, 1998) . It means that international Standard language is a unified language in the world and Standard English is not a certain variety in some countries. At the same time, the base of international English standard is argued. People try to search the standard of the international Standard English. Some people think it should set the vernacular in Britain and America as examples. But even in Britain and America, there are so many varieties and the standard of their language is not very clear.
The Future of English
Under the demand of the international communication, the internationalization of English is determined by more and more international communication. Therefore, English spreads all over the world. Meanwhile, English is used by different people from different countries, so English is influenced by their culture. More varieties will emerge in the world. Although we cannot control the emergence of the varieties, we still can regulate the norms for them. Yang (2003) raised that although we cannot limit the emergence of English variety, it must have a basic restriction which can be called the norm. It is necessary to follow the norm for every English variety. Norm does not need a serious and concrete boundary because it includes every English variety which can be understood and used to communicate by others (Madsen, Harold, & Donald Bowen, 1982) . Strevens (1981) raised that "the assertion that Standard English dialect is universally accepted as the appropriate model for educational use is a verifiable fact". However, he also reminded that "although Standard English dialect is universally accepted as the educational target, no single accent fills an equivalent position" and "the tacit acceptance of Standard English dialect for educational purposes does not mean that it is 'best' in some universal sense".
A recent estimate puts speaker numbers close to two billion. One of the main reasons for all of this is that in many developing countries people from all walks of life perceive English as the primary gateway to better jobs and incomes, thus a better life. In the future, this number will be increasingly large and the varieties of English will also be more and more.
Conclusion
In China, a kind of new English variety emerges gradually. Some words and sentences called Chinglish in the past have got their status nowadays. Many foreigners have received some of our English and many people call it as China English. Although English has been influenced by our language and culture, we still need to learn the "Standard English". We still advocate standard British English and standard American English . Based on this, many students may set their own standard according to their preference and their personal development. We cannot say which kind of English is standard or which kind of English is superior but it is a fact that BBC English and VOA English have higher prestige in the world.
